Abstract
Introduction
A wide range of larga-scale network applications are deployed on the Internet. Applications are often replicated on a large scale to increase availability. Due to the characteristics of wide area networks, one could not enforce strong consistency guarantees while still offering a satisfying level of responsiveness to users. Fortunately, a number of largescale cooperative applications can continue to behave correctly even if the replicated data they use are inconsistent. However, the divergen'ze between replicas should remain within a certain limit. E'revoius studies [ 1, 7, 111 show that one could exploit this tolerance to devise efficient replication protocols that enforce bounded consistency conditions. However, none of the existing bounded consistency protocols addresses the issue when replicas can be disconnected. For that, one needs a way to determine without communicating with partners which operations have been initiated. For applications with a sufficient historic, data analysis and data mining techniques [9] can be used to extract an application profile; such a profile could then serve to approximate each replica's behaviour.
This paper presents a bounded divergence control protocol that benefits from the availability of the application profile to augment the autonomy of each replica. Roughly, we decompose the global consistency criterium in a group of local criteria that can be evaluated by replicas. The evaluation requires only local information. Synchronizations are however necessary when the actual behaviour of the application diverges considerably from the predicted profile.
Replication Model
An application is a collection of cooperative processes (PI, . . . ,pn) located respectively on sites (SI, . . . , Sn).
These processes cooperate through a shared replicated object. There is one object replica on each site. Each replica of the shared object is associated with a consistency manager that controls operations performed on that replica. An operation is an event chain that leads to a particular access to the shared object.
We assume the cooperative replication model defined by Georges Brun-Cottan [3] . Each process accesses the shared replicated object by initiating operations, via the local consistency manager. Each operation initiated by one process is eventually propagated to all consistency managers attached to replicas of the shared object. Each manager decides the order in which its associated replica of the shared object performs operations initiated both locally and by remote pro- 
An operation op has a measure ,u(op) that represents the impact of its application on the shared object. For example, the measure of get(amount) on a stock is (-amount) since its impact is to decrement the stock by the value amount. The measure of a history is the sum of measures of operations of this history. For a given history 3c = (opl, opz, . . . , opk) the measure is: M(3c) = p(op1) + We assume that one can predict the sequence of operations that each process is likely to initiate during the application's lifetime. We assume that the anticipated behaviour could be characterized by a profile function. We define a profile function of process p i , denoted Pi, to be a function from the set of time intervals into the set of execution histories that maps to each time interval the history of operations that are expected from process pi during that time interval.
Consider the tuple R H that represents the real histories that actually occurred on processes (PI . . . p n ) ;
R H ( t ) = (Ii(t), I z ( t ) , . . . I n ( t ) )
A consistency manager on site Si approximates this global state with EH,. as follows:
where Ti [j] 1<jln is the occurrence date of the last operation initiated by process p j and already seen by p i ; Pj is the profile function of process p j .
We define the divergence (di) between R H and EHi as follows:
'The @ operator concatenates histories. hl @ h2 is the history formed by operations of hl followed by operations of hz.
Hence, to guarantee that di is less then a fixed bound B, it suffices to find a tuple local bounds ( b l , . . . , b,) such that:
Divergence Control Protocol
The protocol bounds the divergence of the actual history of each process with respect to approximations that are made by other partners. We consider a tuple (bi, . . . , b,) such that Cy=l b j 5 B. We assign to the consistency manager on site Sj the value b j . When a process p j wants to execute an operation op at date t , it informs its consistency manager, which in turn performs the following algorithm:
,t)l 5 bj holds then the operation is accepted and added to the local history.
2.
Otherwise, a synchronization is required. The local manager sends to each partner k such that
operations initiated since the last operation it has acknowledged.
A process can also send notification at any time; this is not necessary to ensure the divergence condition, but increases system performance. When receiving a notification message from p j , pk updates the corresponding entry in its notification date vector Tk and executes notified operations on its own replica. This protocol is implemented using the Ensemble group communication platform [4] . Consistency managers use the Cast primitive of Ensemble to send notifications. Managers require reliable and totally ordered delivery guarantees.
Experimentation and Performance Evaluation
To experiment with our implementation prototype, we developed a simplistic distributed electronic market space. Roughly, we consider a distributed community of producers and consumers that cooperate thanks to this electronic market space. Producers register their offers on allocator processes and consumers request these resources. We use frequencies of production and consumption as profile functions.
We run 10 allocators on 3 Pentium based PCs running GnuLinux interconnected with a local area network. Each client sends a total number of 10000 requests. The bound B is expressed in terms of resources; this corresponds to the maximum number of conflictual allocations tolerated. 
Figure 2. Application throughput in case 1
As the protocol relies on profile prediction we anticipate that its performance is strongly related to the accuracy of such predictions. Thus we measured the network traffic (total number of notificitions) and system throughput (total number of resources allocated) in three cases.
In the first case the consumption and the production rate conform to the predicted profile. Figure 1 shows that the network traffic is negligible when the divergence exceeds some limit (here 2000). This indicates that, for a reasonable value of bound B , there is no need for allocators to communicate. We conclude from this observation that our protocol is more useful when the application can afford large bound values. If however the bound is too low, the network traffic remains significant. The required guarantee is almost the strong consistency, hence this becomes as costly as the strong consistency protocol. A detailed analysis of the case of low bound values reveals that approximatively 50% of allocation requests cause the error to exceed the local bound b, and to be rejected. This is also the main cause of the degradation of the system throughput for bounds less than 2000 (see Figure 2) , because in our implementation allocators do not defer the request treatment after the synchronization procedure.
In the second experiment, each producer generates resources with a frequency m% less than its announced frequency. The value of nz indicates the prediction error. We plot in Figure 3 for various values of m the resulting network traffic. We note that for a fixed divergence bound the network traffic increases as the prediction error becomes higher. This appears clearly when divergence bounds are more restrictive (Le, low). But in the other case the difference between network traffic for the different values of prediction error are not excessive for high bounds. Since the error due to the producers behaviour is annihilated within the permitted divergence. This graph could be used to parameterize the system in the following fashion: the system administrator fix the network maximum traffic to generate and evaluates periodically the miss percentage of producers, and then choose the divergence bound accordingly to the observed network traffic. A similar study can be performed for the consumer profiles to obtain a list of configuration that can be used to reconfigure the system. The third study considers the case where the consumer and the producer will not conform to their announced profiles. To simulate that, a separate process generates random profiles and uses them to reconfigure the consistency managers. Figure 4 shows the network traffic generated.
It indicates an economy of network bandwidth even if profiles diverge from real behaviour. Figure 5 shows the system throughput in this case. When relaxing divergence bounds the throughput is increased. These results demonstrate that there is a real gain in using the divergence control protocol. 
Related Work
Like Bayou [8], our proposal is adapted for the cooperation betwccn disconnccted replicas. Epsilon serializability [6, 7J implements a transaction model on queries and updates. Each query or update introduces an inconsistency, and is not performed when its inconsistency exceeds a certain limit. Alonso and al. propose thc concept of "quasicopy"caching [ I] . Updates are propagated to cached copies regarding four coherency conditions: arithmetic, delay, pcriodic and version. We can implement these conditions provided that one can define the suitable measure functions and can predict the primary copy access profile. In our case, replicas rely on their knowledge of the behaviour of others and on their allowable divergence sct at the start time, whereas in the demarcation protocol 121 a replica has to ask the others to change its allowable divergencc. Krishnakumar and Bernstein N-ignorance protocol [5] controls the divergence between database replicas by bounding to N the number of conflicting transactions that the system can run in parallel. N is an inconsistency bound definition. This concept does not capture the effective impact of transactions. Our protocol is interested in bounding that effect rather than the number of transactions. Finally our divergence control protocol is closely related to the TACT error bounding algorithm [ l l , 101. We attach a measure to each operation, similar to the weight in TACT. However, relying on profiles allows us to maintain the bound, even when replicas can not comrnunicatc. This might lcad to a degradation of' the servicc, rather than thc denial of the servicc duc to thc inaccessibility of some partner.
Conclusion
We presented a divergence control protocol based on application profiles. The protocol controls on each replica the impact of the unexpected operations and ensures that this remains smaller than a given local bound. The protocol was tested with an allocation service. The performance analysis in terms of network traffic and system throughput shows that the protocol is efficient when the profiles used match the observed reality. In the near future we plan to investigate how to capture the application behaviour, this could be done using a separate monitoring process and techniques derived from data analysis and data mining. We are also intercstcd to studying how to adapt bounding criterium in order to optimize the protocol performance. In fact, the performance study shows that there is a relationship between performance and divergence bound. Finally current studies address the case of large number of replicas.
